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morphologically similar to the floor deposits
across the entire frame; we interpret its rela-
tive brightness to be due to a dust cover that
was formed on the margin of the encroach-
ing talus slope.

Nearby craters with similar scales, hour-
glass-like shapes, and lobate flow-like deposits
(Fig. 1b of ref. 1) can also form from local
crater-wall accumulation zones. In these cases,
the crater interior walls are optimum locations
for snow and ice accumulation, resulting in
glacier-like, lobate flow down the walls and out
onto the crater floor, a phenomenon that has
been well documented in mid-latitude crater
interiors5,6. Alcoves along crater walls create an
environment favourable to the collection of
snow and ice, and may provide steep cliffs that
act as sources for debris that, together with ice
sublimation, create debris-covered glaciers,
much like those that occur in the Mars-like
Antarctic Dry Valleys (Fig. 3a, b of ref. 2).

On the basis of these considerations,
groundwater-fed ‘glaciers’ do not seem to be
required in these locations. We agree that this
mechanism should be investigated, particu-
larly for deposits formed earlier in the history
of Mars, when thermal gradients were such
that groundwater may have been much closer
to the surface. 
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Gillespie et al.1 concur with our interpre-
tation that certain lobate equatorial and 
mid-latitude features on Mars are due to
debris-covered glaciers formed largely dur-
ing past periods of increased spin-axis obli-
quity, when climate regimes favoured snow
and ice accumulation and glacial flow2. They
suggest that the ‘hourglass’ deposit, dated at
more than 40 Myr old2, could be active today
owing to an additional mechanism that
supports “local augmentation of accumula-
tion from snowfall” without climate change
on Mars. This mechanism requires the pre-
sent, or very recent, release of groundwater
to the surface to form aufeis (groundwater-
fed ‘glaciers’) where the groundwater is gen-
erated by dewatering of hydrous compounds
or melting by magmatic or impact-generated
heat. We assess whether this suggestion
applies to the deposits in question — it was
previously proposed for much older deposits
in other areas of Mars3,4. We make particular
reference to the key relationships in the
accumulation zones.

Glacial accumulation zones are areas char-
acterized by a yearly net addition of ice, and
are separate from ablation zones, which
undergo a yearly net loss of ice. In active valley
glaciers and in the source regions for broader
piedmont glaciers, the accumulation zones are
commonly centred on steep-sided alcoves that
provide broad traps for wind-blown snow and

lie in shadow, producing colder temperatures.
The accumulation zone for the hourglass
deposit on Mars was thought to be the entire
alcove region east and southeast of the hour-
glass deposit2 (Fig. 2a, b, d of ref. 2). Snow and
ice accumulating in this entire alcove region
probably formed distinct glaciers that moved
downslope and converged to form multiple
lobes, the remnants of which are seen in the
upper part of the hourglass. 

Changes in ice velocity, as might occur with
changes in ice thickness related to deepening
of bedrock topography, compressed and
folded the ice, eventually merging all lobes
together, then to flow through the neck of the
hourglass. When climatic conditions changed,
the distribution of snowfall and snow accu-
mulation probably also changed, resulting in
the cessation of ice accumulation and flow; the
ice and snow deposits disappeared, and dry
mass-wasting dominated, producing the talus
piles superposed on top of the glacial deposits
at the base of the slope (Fig. 2a–d of ref. 2, and
Fig. 1a, c of ref. 1). 

We therefore interpret the configuration
and morphology of the lobes, as well as the
abrupt contact between the base of the slope
and the glacial deposits, to be a natural con-
sequence of both the shape of the initial
accumulation zone and its postglacial 
evolution. The candidate aufeis in the high-
resolution image (Fig. 1c of ref. 1) appears
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